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Computing 

The children will create algorithms to 

programme Bee Bots to move in number 

formations. They will also use the Bee Bot 

app on the ipads.  

 

 

Science 

In science we will explore everyday 

materials and sort and describe 

objects according to their properties. 

We will do investigations to test 

which materials are best suited for a 

specific purpose. 

 

 Beegu is an unusual creature from another planet separated from her family, 

desperate to make friends. This moving story about not belonging and 

friendship will provide a provocation for discussion about inclusion and 

kindness to others. It will also be used as a stimulus for our role play, art 

and fiction writing. The children will use the large construction equipment 

outside to make rockets/space ships and draw designs. In art the children 

will talk about different textures and be taught collaging techniques to 

create space creatures and a large moon for display. We will use the story as 

a way of considering and researching what is factual about space.  

 

 

 

Geography/History 

We will research the history of the first 

moon landing and who Neil Armstrong 

was. We will also look at Tim Peake as a 

present day astronaut. We will research 

what the earth looks like from space and 

recognise the seas and the 7 continents.  

 

P.E 

 

 

 

R.E 
This term’s RE will focus on Palm 

Sunday and the Easter story. We will 

talk about the significance of Jesus’s 

entrance into Jerusalem on a donkey.  

 

 

English 
After being introduced to the story about Beegu, the children will act it out 

and create story maps to retell to the school on World Book Day. 

The FS2 children will use their phonic knowledge to write Beegu character 

descriptions and the year 1’s will do the same using adjectives and noun 

phrases. They will then use the same skills to write character descriptions 

about their own aliens. They will use speech bubbles to create a Beegu 

storyboard plan with an alternative ending. Our non-fiction writing will be to 

use question marks to write questions about space and Neil Armstrong and 

then after some research, to write fact files. 

 

 

 

Maths 
We will be exploring measurement, 

length/height, capacity and weight.  

The year 1 children will continue with 

addition and subtraction within 20 

crossing 10. We will practise deliberate 

recall of number bonds 10/20.  

FS2 children will use ten frames and 

other manipulatives to develop their 

concept of teen numbers. 

 

 

 

We firmly believe that a child learns best through child-initiated play where they can build important life skills such as curiosity, concentration, creativity, problemsolving, use of their imagination 

and persistence through purposeful play experiences. We follow the children’s lead as much as possible and recognise each child's different starting points. Below are some of the planned 

activities for our topic this term. 

 

 


